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The Power Of Brand. With the rise of technology and social media, consumers now demand a deeper relationship
with brands: It’s no longer enough for a product to just do it’s ‘job,’ the brand it represents must stand for
something, have values, and even a ‘soul.’ Here, Dawn Hudson speaks with electricity about the power of marketing
and the influence of branding on an industry or organization. With more than 20 years of strategic brand-building
experience with some of the world’s best-known and most-loved brands, she shares insights on brand positioning,
showing audiences how to tap into their core capabilities and capitalize on in a way that’s authentic to their brand
DNA.
Hudson helps groups understand what branding is today, how brands are evaluated, why brand affiliation is not
always rational, and how they need to think about building their brand and leveraging their unique brand assets and
personality. Hudson shares stories from her time at Pepsi and the NFL while addressing the strategy behind a
brand’s point of view, including how its authenticity is reflected in its parent company and how that translates into
culture and values for the organization. The presentation is especially beneficial for industries that have not
historically thought about their brand and putting the consumer first, but find themselves needing to adapt to this
strategic mindset.
This speech is also available as a workshop that helps groups develop and evolve their personal brands.
Driving Authentic Business Innovation. Dawn Hudson believes that in today’s business environment, innovation
must be applied to every aspect of an organization—from distribution to selling stories to human capital
management. But to innovate effectively, new ideas, policies, and campaigns must still align with an organization’s
core capabilities and brand. With this talk, Hudson reviews the new principles of effective business strategy, and
helps audiences understand how to make the leap from status quo to impactful, innovative approaches. Hudson
touches on the David vs. Goliath framework developing between incumbents and new startups, and helps groups
understand how to use their assets to maximize impact with consumers seeking increasingly customized
experiences. Hudson shows groups how to use to internal resources—culture and brand thinking—to power new
ideas that respond to culture or business change and move a brand forward.
The Value Of Diversity. As Dawn Hudson explains in this powerful talk, diversity is at the heart of successful
modern business models. Diverse points of view and people not only fuel new ways of thinking but also fill gaps or
weaknesses that may exist. A champion of diversity throughout her time at the NFL and Pepsi, Hudson believes that
empowering diverse voices is a critical aspect of leadership and talent development at any company. Without
offering new points of view seats at the table, Hudson explains, organizations have little hope of powering their
brand or industry into the future. A blend of anecdotes and best practices, this talk hits on the power of diversity in
building smart business strategies, a thriving corporate culture, and leaders for the next generation.
Inclusive Leadership. Throughout her career, Dawn Hudson has worked with and led high-performing teams at
major organizations including PepsiCo, the NFL, and worldwide consulting group Parthenon. Here, Hudson draws
on real-world examples from successes and failures in her own life to showcase how she brings the best
contributions out of team members and gets them functioning at their highest capacity.

She hits on key themes, including:
Bringing new voices to the table
The importance of diversity as it relates to strong problem-solving
Leading through others to magnify a team’s overall strategic direction
How to foster qualities that strengthen existing leaders and enable new ones
The difference between control and motivational leadership
The importance of clarity of purpose and keeping the goal simple
An excellent look at how leaders can better themselves and those around them, Hudson shares her battle-tested
perspective on leadership and gives audiences the tools they need to become better leaders, more engaged teamplayers, and stronger additions to high-functioning teams.
Lessons From Winning & Losing Seasons Of Life. Dawn Hudson shares her inspiring personal life story and the
life lessons learned along her journey to success. She highlights the triumphs and failures that helped fuel her
trajectory to the most senior levels of organizations including PepsiCo and the NFL. With experience spanning the
retail and consumer goods, media, hospitality, healthcare, and technology industries, Hudson touches on her
greatest touchdown moments—and her fumbles—and shares what she took away from them all. Humble, funny,
and real, Hudson provides valuable takeaways for building an impactful personal or organizational brand,
withstanding change and thriving in periods of transformation, and maximizing success by tapping into value
systems and unique gifts. Known for her ability to see what’s around the corner, Hudson helps audiences anticipate
trends and motivates them to take actions to secure their own competitive advantage.
Marketing To Taste: Creating The “Best” In A Global Marketplace. Every company wants the best product
possible, but consumers each have their own preferences—especially as your brand scales. Dawn Hudson tackles
the issue of how to reconcile the issue of product superiority (creating a product that’s the ‘best’) when taste is a
highly individualistic experience. She believes the answer lies in marketing, as most consumers buy products based
on a combination of taste, marketing, and emotional connections to a brand’s personality—rather than on taste
alone. Hudson shows her audience how to create a strategy around taste that is consistent with brand value and
allows a product to grow, and discusses what it takes to move a product into the global arena. She draws on more
than 20 years of global, strategic brand-building experience and applies those lessons to her audience’s
organization or industry.
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